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Virtual Guess that Price

Our Virtual Guess that Price program is a fun and interactive game that
can be played by up to 100 people. It has all of the graphics, sounds, and
excitement of a live show!

Our experienced and enthusiastic host will keep the participants engaged
and continuously interacting throughout the game, with over sixteen
different chances to win a prize! Not only will the contestants be bidding on
products, but they will also be engaging in eight Guess that Price
Challenges and eight “household item” Scavenger Hunts.

The Guess that Price Challenges include fun games such as Tic Tac Toe,
Majority Rules, Lucky Dice, and Race the Clock! During the Scavenger
Hunts, contestants will race against each other to be the first one to return
after searching for the requested items.

These items may be something as simple as a pencil, or more complex like
a physical photograph of a dog or an actual dictionary. Hilarity is certain to
ensue as everyone rushes about trying to find the requested items,
especially if the host ends up making it a requirement for the item to be a 
sharpened#2 pencil!

Our program is also fully customizable, you can provide your own trivia
questions, and even have the products and gifts to be bid on pertaining to
your company or university.

Don’t fret if you have a group that is larger than 100 people! We can simply
play with more teams, or for very large groups we can split your group into
multiple games, with the winner of each competing in a high-energy Guess
that Price Showdown!

Virtual Guess that Price is a parody of the popular game show. This game is not affiliated with or endorsed by
Fremantle Media, owner of the registered trademark The Price is Right®.

Clients Talk About this Program

"Our group as a whole enjoyed it! Our Virtual Guess that Price was fun, silly,
and extremely organized. The team aspect of the Game Show made a big
positive difference. It wouldn’t change a thing; it was great, and your host
was engaging, entertaining, and fun! We rated him a 5 out of 5!"

Alexis - Salesforce

Program Details

Group Size:
30 to 1000+

Team Size:
N/A

Program Length:
60 to 75 minutes

Space Requirement
N/A

Setting:
Indoor

Physicality:
Low

Program Elements

Creativity & Resourcefulness

Friendly Competition

Fun & Engaging Interaction

Relationship Building &
Networking
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